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Solvation in high-temperature electrolyte solutions. III. Integral equation
calculations and interpretation of experimental data
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The solvation of infinitely dilute aqueous Cl2, Br2, I2, Cs1, K1, M1, and the corresponding salts
is analyzed by integral equation calculations along three near critical water isotherms according to
the recently proposed molecular-based formalism which connects the solvent environment around
individual ionic species with their macroscopic solvation behavior. Special emphasis is placed on
the temperature dependence of some solvation-related macroscopic properties that are identified as
potential candidates for the development of improved engineering correlations. Formal and integral
equation calculations are then used to interpret recent experimental data, and some relevant
theoretical implications regarding the modeling of high-temperature aqueous electrolyte solutions
are discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343875#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrothermal solution chemistry reveals a number
potential applications in a wide range of disciplines, inclu
ing high-temperature microbiology,1,2 hydrogen-rich fuel gas
production from biomass,3 synthesis of textured materials,4–6

and oxidation of chemical and biochemical wastes.7,8 With
these applications come also new fundamental and tec
logical challenges, such as metal corrosion,9 clogging solid
deposition on reactor pipes,10,11 and catalysis of undesire
reactions12 by solvated ions.

Effort has been expended in the study of hydrotherm
solutions to determine their thermodynamic, transport,
spectroscopic properties in order to meet these technolog
challenges in the design of effective processes.13–15A major
objective behind this enterprise is to generate
fundamentally-based understanding of high-temperature
vation of species over a wide range of molecular asymm
tries, including imperfect gases, ionic, polar, and nonpo
compounds.16 Molecular asymmetry, the actual source of s
lution nonideality,17 translates typically into pronounced gr
dients of solvent local density around charged species
turn, these solvent inhomogeneities give rise to electros
tion and dielectric saturation phenomena, which render
ditional solvation approaches inadequate.18,19,20

The failure of conventional solvation approaches for
description of hydrothermal solutions can be understood

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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recognizing that the formation of these solutions involv
the coexistence of processes with disparate length scales
short-ranged~solvation! and long-ranged~compressibility-
driven! phenomena.21 In particular, the presence o
compressibility-driven phenomena makes near-critical
drothermal systems extremely challenging to model, unl
we sort and isolate the~compressibility-driven! propagation
of the density perturbation from the~solvation-related! finite-
density perturbation phenomena.22

In this paper, part III of a series on ion solvation23,24 we
briefly review the main features of the molecular formalis
for high-temperature electrolyte solutions recently propo
to tackle such a challenge24 ~Sec. II!. Then, we illustrate the
formalism by performing integral equation calculations
model aqueous electrolyte solutions for a variety of alk
metal halides~Sec. III!, and use these results to interpr
recent experimental data for aqueous alkali halide solution25

~Sec. IV!. Finally, we discuss a molecular interpretation f
the success of the recently proposed regression approac
the solute partial molar volumes,25,26 and suggest a more
appropriate alternative for the modeling of these systems

II. HIGH-TEMPERATURE SOLVATION OF
ELECTROLYTES

The solvation formalism that we have recently presen
~part II of this series24! is based on the discrimination be
tween the two length-scale phenomena associated with
formation of the solution, i.e., solvation and compressibili
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3576 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 8, 22 February 2001 Chialvo et al.
driven phenomena.21,22 This is achieved by splitting the spe
cies total correlation functions into their direct and indire
contributions according to the Ornstein–Zernike~OZ!
equation.24

The solvation of a saltCn1An2 in a solvent at constan
state conditions, whereCn1 is the cation andAn2 is the
anion, can be portrayed by the followingthought experimen
~see Fig. 1 of part II! on a system initially considered as
pure solvent in whichn solvent molecules~n5n11n2 ,
wheren1 and n2 are the stoichiometric coefficients of th
salt! are distinguishable by theirsolute labels. As such, this
system constitutes anideal solution in the sense of the
Lewis–Randall Rule.17,27 The experimentproceeds with the
mutation of the distinguishablen solvent molecules into the
final neutral ionic soluteCn1An2 to form the infinitely dilute
nonideal solution. This process in which the originaln solute
species in theideal solution~where solute–solvent interac
tions are identical to solute–solute and solvent–solvent
teractions! are converted into the neutral ionic solute,
driven by the difference of free energy@mU

r`(T,P)
2nmV

ro(T,P)#, where subscriptsU andV denote solute and
solvent species, respectively.

Our goal is the unambiguous characterization of the s
vation process by drawing rigorous connections between
microscopic changes of the solvent structure around the
tating species and the relevant macroscopic~thermodynamic!
properties. As we discussed elsewhere28 there are at leas
four equivalent ways of interpreting the driving force of th
solvation process, from either a microscopic or a mac
scopic perspective. For the sake of brevity, and to sup
our forthcoming analysis and subsequent interpretation, h
we describe a few relevant expressions, considering the
tral ionic solute as a hypothetical ‘‘molecular’’ entity in o
der to derive the solute properties that are usually meas
experimentally. These results are then used for illustra
purposes~for the individual ion counterpart the reader shou
consult part II! to interpret the most recent experimen
data, and to suggest fundamentally-based alternatives fo
regression of experimental raw data.

To display the four alternative interpretations we st
from the exact thermodynamic expression for the driv
force,

mU
r`~T,P!2nmV

ro~T,P!5E
0

r~P!

~ v̄U
`2n v̄V

o !
dr

kr
, ~1!

where the superscriptr denotes a residual quantity for a pu
~o! or an infinitely dilute~`! species at the indicated sta
conditions, respectively;T is the absolute temperature;P is
the total pressure;v̄V

o5vV
o is the partial molar volume of the

pure solvent such thatr51/v̄V
o is its molar density counter

part; k is the solvent isothermal compressibility; andv̄U
` is

the solute partial molar volume. We can now rewrite Eq.~1!
in terms of the rate of change of pressure~at constant tem-
perature and solvent density! caused by the structural pertu
bation of the solvent around the solute, i.e., (]P/]xU)T,r

` ,24

mU
r`~T,P!2nmV

ro~T,P!5E
0

r~P!S ]P

]xU
D

T,r

` dr

r2 . ~2!
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Equation~2! stresses that the integrand is finite at any st
condition, and allows us to make contact with the micr
structure of the system,22 i.e. ~see Appendix B of Chialvo
et al.24!,

S ]P

]xU
D

T,r

`

5nrkT~CVV
o 2CUV

` !, ~3!

whereCVV
o andCUV

` are the direct correlation function inte
grals ~DCFI! for the solvent–solvent and solute–solvent i
teractions ~i.e., the descriptors of the solutio
microstructure!,29,30 andk is the Boltzmann constant.

Another alternative expression for the driving force
obtained through the excess particle number,22

NU,ex
` 54prE

0

`

@gUV
` ~r !2gVV

o ~r !#r 2dr

52k~]P/]xU!T,r
` ~4!

that represents the number of solvent molecules around
solute in excess of that around any solvent molecule,
around the solute in the Lewis–Randall ideal solution. Th
after invoking its solvation contribution NU,ex

` (SR)
5(k IG/k)NU,ex

` ~Ref. 28! we obtain

S ]P

]xU
D

T,r

`

52
NU,ex

` ~SR!

k IG , ~5!

wherek IG5(rkT)21 is the isothermal compressibility of th
ideal gas at the state conditions of the solvent, and SR
notes a short-ranged contribution~associated with the loca
solvent density perturbation! to the corresponding diverging
NU,ex

` . This equation emphasizes the explicit connection
tween the pressure perturbation~at constantT andr! associ-
ated with the disruption of the solvent structure around
solute and the corresponding effective change in the num
of solvating ~directly correlated to the solute! solvent mol-
ecules. Note thatNU,ex

` (SR) does not involve any assumptio
regarding the size of the solvation shell, as opposed to
conventional definition of coordination~or solvation! num-
bers which relies on an ambiguous choice of a radius ba
on some structural information of the solvation shell. In th
sense,NU,ex

` (SR) can be described as aneffectivesolvation
number~not to be confused with a coordination number24,28!
since its knowledge allows us to reconstruct rigorously
other solvation properties.

Analogously, the pressure derivative (]P/]xU)T,r
` can be

rewritten in volumetric terms as24

S ]P

]xU
D

T,r

`

5kTr2~ v̄U
`~SR!2n v̄V

o ! ~6!

so that the difference of chemical potentials in Eq.~1! can be
macroscopically interpreted not only in terms of the fin
pressure perturbation (]P/]xU)T,r

` as in Eq.~2!, but also in
terms of either the corresponding finite volumetric perturb
tion (v̄U

`(SR)2n v̄V
o), or the resultingeffective solvation

numberNU,ex
` (SR) as follows:
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mU
r`~T,P!2nmV

ro~T,P!5kTE
0

r~P!

~ v̄U
`~SR!2n v̄V

o !dr

52kTE
0

r~P!

NU,ex
` ~SR!

dr

r
. ~7!

As we have already discussed24,28 the properties avail-
able from experiment are those of the hypothetical elec
neutral ionic salt. However, the salt properties at infinite
lution are actually linear combinations of the correspond
single-ion counterparts, and therefore, the solvation qua
ties for salts can be expressed in terms of the correspon
pressure, solvation number or density perturbation aro
the individual ions~the actual species in solution!. This will
not be addressed here since it has been discussed in
detail elsewhere.28

In summary, in the preceding analysis we have giv
equivalent ways to express the finite change of free energ
the solvation process that creates an infinitely dilutenonideal
mixture from the originalideal solution, whenn solvent mol-
ecules aremutatedinto n1 cations andn2 anions in solution.
The resulting solvation properties are well-behaved st
dependent quantities; the enthalpic and entropic contr
tions to the free energy change on solvation are discusse
detail elsewhere.21,24 Yet, their temperature and pressure d
rivatives will diverge at the solvent criticality,31 a behavior
that implies an advantageous~and not always well appreci
ated! exact cancellation between the corresponding diverg
portions of the enthalpic and entropic contributions
(mU

r`(T,P)2nmV
ro(T,P)). These diverging contributions t

the partial molar enthalpy and entropy of the solute at infin
dilution are not associated with the solvation process~the
local perturbation! but rather with the propagation of th
perturbation across the system, and are characterized b
correlation length of the solvent. This feature suggests
need for a precise sorting between the two contributions,
separating solvation from compressibility-driven pheno
ena, to avoid working with unnecessary implicitly divergin
quantities in the modeling of dilute solutions in highl
compressible media. Note that O’Connell a
colleagues30,32–34 have developed macroscopic mode
based on the regression of experimental data to determin
direct correlation function integrals as functions of state c
ditions and composition, and subsequently, to calculate
thermodynamic properties of a variety of systems accord
to the Kirkwood–Buff fluctuation theory of solutions.35

III. INTEGRAL EQUATION CALCULATIONS AND
INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Models, methodology, and state conditions

In this section we study the solvation behavior of a v
riety of anions and cations, covering a wide range of io
diameters 1.08,di /dV,1.96 ~where di and dV denote the
diameters of the individual ions and the solvent, resp
tively! along three near-critical isotherms~643 K, 673 K, and
703 K!, in the density range 0.0136<r(g/cm3)<0.81. In the
present calculations the systems are defined as charged
sphere ions immersed in a model aqueouslike solvent, re
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.235.227. Redistribution subject to AI
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sented by hard spheres with embedded point polarizabil
and permanent electrostatic multipole moments includ
quadrupole and octupoles as given in Tables I and II. T
calculations were carried out by solving the referen
hypernetted-chain~RHNC! equations with solvent polariza
tion effects treated at the self-consistent mean-field~SCMF!
level as described elsewhere.36,37 Details on these calcula
tions for systems at normal conditions were presen
earlier,38,39 and some others for high temperature solutio
are given elsewhere.24,28 In addition, and in contrast to the
normal unit charges, the ions bear only a 66% of the f
charge. The reduced charges were necessary to avoid
collapse of solvent molecules on bare ions thus ensuring
convergence of the integral equation calculations over
entire solvent density range considered.24,28

In order to make a meaningful comparison betwe
model predictions and experimental results, we first e
mated the solvent critical conditions based on the diverge
of the isothermal compressibility. According to the predict
isothermal density dependence of the isothermal compr
ibility, Fig. 1, the critical point of this waterlike solvent is
Tc<643 K andrc'0.20 g/cm3, i.e., the three isotherms con
sidered in this study are supercritical. The correspond
P–r –T behavior of the model solvent along the isotherm
643 K, 673 K, and 703 K is presented in Fig. 2.

B. Integral equation results

We targeted the solvent properties including the dip
moment, the dielectric constant, the pressure, the isothe
compressibility, and the ion partial molar volumes at infin
dilution.36–38Based on these properties, and according to
solvation formalism, we determined the properties of t
nine resulting salts~U! at infinite dilution, i.e., CsBr, CsCl,
CsI, KBr, KCl, KI, MBr, MCl, and MI, where M1 might

TABLE I. Molecular properties of the waterlike solvent (V).

Property Value

dn 2.8 Å
m 1.85310218 esu cm
axx 1.501 Å3

ayy 1.390 Å3

azz 1.442 Å3

Qxx 2.63310226 esu cm2

Qyy 22.50310226 esu cm2

Qzz 20.13310226 esu cm2

Vxxz 2.30310234 esu cm3

Vyyz 20.96310234 esu cm3

Vzzz 21.34310234 esu cm3

TABLE II. Reduced ion diameterdi* 5di /dV used in this work.

Ion di*

K1 1.08
Cl2 1.16
Cs1 1.28
Br2 1.28
I2 1.44
M1 1.96
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3578 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 8, 22 February 2001 Chialvo et al.
represent an alkylammonium cation.39 In particular, we focus
our attention on the isothermal density-dependence
v̄U

` , v̄U
`(SR), (]P/]xU)T,r

` , NU,ex
` (SR), and some relate

microscopic analogs.24

1. Salt partial molar volumes and their solvation
counterparts

In Figs. 3~a!–11~a! we display the isothermal densit
dependence of the salt partial molar volumes along the th
supercritical isotherms. As we might have expected, ba
on the strength of the ion–water interactions relative to t
for the water–water interactions, these partial molar prop
ties are negative and eventually diverge to minus infinity
the solvent approaches its critical point. In the classificat
scheme used in the supercritical fluid community, these s
behave as attractive40 or nonvolatile41 solutes, i.e., becaus
the ion–water interactions are stronger than the water–w
interactions, the volumetric perturbation in the process
inserting the ions in water during the solvation process tra
lates into a volume contraction~see below the pressure an
solvation number counterparts!. Obviously, for this type of

FIG. 1. Isothermal density dependence ofrkTk for the pure waterlike sol-
vent according to the RNHC calculations. The arrow indicates the estim
critical density.

FIG. 2. Isothermal density dependence of the total pressure for the
waterlike solvent according to the RHNC calculations.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2007 to 136.159.235.227. Redistribution subject to AI
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solute–solvent model, the volumetric perturbation on the s
vent structure becomes larger with decreasing ion size
increasing ion charge density.

In all cases the partial molar volume exhibits a minimu
at a density smaller than the solvent’s critical density. T
minimum shifts to smaller densities as the temperature
creases. The magnitude ofv̄U

` at this minimum is approxi-
mately inversely proportional to thediameter dU given by
dU5d11d2 , i.e., dMI.dMBr.dMCl.dCsI.dCsBr.dKI

.dCsCl.dKBr.dKCl . Moreover, the partial molar volume
increases with solvent density and eventually becomes p
tive for densities twice the critical value. The trend of th
density dependence ofv̄U

` at the crossover indicates that th
larger the salt the more positive the resulting partial mo
volumes. This behavior suggests that even attractive~non-
volatile! solutes at near-critical densities, such as strong e
trolytes in aqueous solution, might become repulsive solu
in denser environments~see below the corresponding pre
sure and solvation number perturbation counterparts!.

Note also that the partial molar volumes at supercriti

ed

re

FIG. 3. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute KCl aqueous solution. Volumes and de
sities in units ofdV

3.
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densities exhibit a negligibly small temperature dependen
a behavior that will take center stage in the next section
fact, the temperature independence ofv̄U

` is noted over a
wide supercritical density range@in this studyrdV

3>rcdV
3,

see Figs. 3~b!–11~b!#. Note that, in contrast to the behavio
of the full partial molar volumev̄U

` , the solvation contribu-
tion v̄U

`(SR) displays a clear minimum aroundrdV
3'0.02, a

density that appears to be independent of either tempera
or type of solute. At this minimum, the magnitude ofv̄U

`(SR)
follows the same trend withdU as v̄U

` , i.e., the smaller the
salt size, the larger is the solvation contribution to the s
partial molar volume.

2. Solvation numbers

In Figs. 3~c!–11~c! we present the isothermal densi
dependence of the solvation numberNU,ex

` (SR) in compari-
son with the correspondingv̄U

`(SR). Because of the direc
connection between the two quantities@see Eqs.~5! and~6!#,

NU,ex
` ~SR!5n2r v̄U

`~SR!, ~8!

FIG. 4. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute KBr aqueous solution. Volumes and de
sities in units ofdV

3.
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this quantity exhibits many of the same features as the c
respondingv̄U

`(SR), in particular, the lack of temperature
dependence for supercritical densities, and a maximum va
aroundrdV

3'0.1 which also appears to be independent
either the temperature or the type of ions.

At subcritical densities, the solvation number
NU,ex

` (SR) are positive, reflecting the condition of attractiv
~nonvolatile! solutes. At the maximum (rdV

3'0.1) these sol-
vation numbers range from;18 for KCl to ;8 for MI.
Moreover, as the solvent density increases, these solva
numbers decrease toward negative values, i.e., the solu
become repulsive~volatile! species. This crossover occur
aroundrdV

3>0.6 for KCl, and moves to smaller densities
with increasing ion size, i.e., tordV

3'0.3 for MI. Conse-
quently, while KCl behaves as an attractive solute over e
sentially the entire range of densities studied here (0,r
,3.3rc), the remaining eight solutes change their behavi
from attractive to repulsive species, as indicated by the ne
tive solvation numbers atrdV

350.6 which vary from
NU,ex

` (SR)'23 for KBr to NU,ex
` (SR)'234 for MI.

FIG. 5. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute CsCl aqueous solution. Volumes and de
sities in units ofdV

3.
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3. Salt pressure perturbation parameter

In Figs. 12–14 we present the isothermal density dep
dence of the pressure perturbation (]P/]xU)T,r

` . Because of
its direct connection to the solvation number@see Eq.~5!#,
there is only a weak change on the density and tempera
dependence of (]P/]xU)T,r

` with respect to that of
NU,ex

` (SR), resulting from the explicit proportionality with
k IG51/rkT. The pressure perturbation (]P/]xU)T,r

` be-
comes negative and exhibits a rather flat minimum at a
percritical density, consistent with the attractive~nonvolatile!
nature of the salt. However, and as already observed in
associated solvation properties, (]P/]xU)T,r

` becomes posi-
tive with increasing density, i.e., the salts change from attr
tive to repulsive solutes. Obviously, this change of behav
for the neutral salt depends on the magnitude and sign o
quantities for the individual ions, since (]P/]xU)T,r

`

5n2(]P/]x2)T,r
` 1n1(]P/]x1)T,r

` @see Eq.~39! in part II#.
All ions in this study display the same attractive-to-repuls
transition with isothermal increases in density~not shown
explicitly in this paper!, however, it is possible that a large

FIG. 6. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute KI aqueous solution. Volumes and den
ties in units ofdV

3.
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ion ~than either I2 or M1! might exhibit a repulsive behavio
in the entire range of densities at supercritical temperatu
Likewise, it is also possible to find smaller~than K1 or Cl2!
ions such that their stronger ion–solvent interactions w
translate into attractive ions~salt! in the entire range of sol-
vent densities.

C. Integral equation results vs experimental data

The main challenge for an experimentalist, beyond
arduous task of performing accurate measurements, is
proper interpretation of the raw data. This is obviously not
easy task, especially when dealing with potentially diverg
quantities such as the observed partial molar propertie
infinitely dilute solutes. In this section we would like to i
lustrate how the formalism described in Sec. II, in conjun
tion with integral equation calculations on model system
can facilitate the interpretation of high-temperature sol
tion, and guide the selection of quantities to be used in
development of engineering correlations. For example, i
series of recent publications, Wood and co-workers25,26 re-
ported the most accurate values of partial molar proper

FIG. 7. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute CsBr aqueous solution. Volumes and d
sities in units ofdV

3.
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3581J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 8, 22 February 2001 Solvation in high-temperature electrolyte solutions. III
for a series of ionic and nonionic species at infinite diluti
in high-temperature aqueous solutions. They proposed a
cessful regression of the raw data in terms of the quan
DUV

` 5(k IG/k) v̄U
` . This quantity exhibits an appealing wea

temperature dependence in the range 550,T(K) ,725,
which allows a rather simple and well-behaved density c
relation to predict~in principle! v̄U

` at any other supercritica
state condition,26 based solely on the thermodynamic pro
erties of pure water. While the choice of properties involv
in the quantityDUV

` was not accidental,42 in that it contains
all the components to cancel the potential divergence inv̄U

` ,
it is not clear whyDUV

` should be more advantageous th
other choices, or why the temperature dependence shou
negligible.

In Fig. 15 we show the solvent density-dependence
DUV

` along three supercritical isotherms for infinitely dilu
CsCl aqueouslike solutions as predicted by the integral eq
tion calculations~A similar comparison has already bee
presented for CsBr in Ref. 28!. We also compare these re
sults with the corresponding data of Sedlbaueret al.,25 which
were determined from measurements yielding solute pa

FIG. 8. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute CsI aqueous solution. Volumes and d
sities in units ofdV

3.
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molar volumes at infinite dilution within the temperature a
density ranges 604,T(K) ,717 and 0.26,r(g/cm3)
,0.60, respectively. To be more precise, Sedlbaueret al.
determinedv̄U

` , and subsequently developed a simple de
sity correlation ofDUV

` , for NaCl, LiCl, NaBr, and CsBr.
Based on this correlation, and considering thatv̄U

`5n2v̄2
`

1n1v̄1
` , we were able to estimateDUV

` (CsCl)
5DUV

` (CsBr)2DUV
` (NaBr)1DUV

` (NaCl) as indicated in the
Appendix. Subsequently, we determined (]P/]xU)T,r

` and
NU,ex

` (SR) ~Figs. 16 and 17! according to the calculated
DUV

` (CsCl) and the corresponding properties of pure wat
The comparison displayed in Figs. 15–17 is only i

tended to show that the chosen intermolecular poten
model is capable of predicting the same trends and ma
tude of the solvation quantities of interest, i.e., by captur
the relevant physics underlying the solvation process.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FINAL REMARKS

We have characterized the solvation behavior of aque
electrolytes and illustrated it with nine salts in hig
temperature solutions through integral equation calculati

-

FIG. 9. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute MCl aqueous solution. Volumes and de
sities in units ofdV

3.
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of simple~nonprimitive! aqueous electrolyte models, accor
ing to thermodynamic and statistical mechanical views. T
task was achieved by determining the individual proper
of six infinitely dilute ions in a waterlike solvent, an
through discrimination between the true solvation pheno
ena and the largely unrelated accompanying compressib
driven phenomena. These solvation-related properties h
unambiguous microscopic meaning and can be determ
experimentally from the isothermal compressibility of t
pure solvent k and the infinite-dilution partial mola
properties.24 For the case under consideration we have t
the solvation contribution tov̄U

` is given by,

v̄U
`~SR!5~k IG/k!~ v̄U

`2nvV
o !1nvV

o , ~9!

wherev̄U
`5n2v̄2

` 1n1v̄1
` ; the solvation number,43

NU,ex
` ~SR!5~k IG/k!~n2~ v̄U

` /vV
o !!, ~10!

and the pressure perturbation,

S ]P

]xU
D

T,r

`

5~ v̄U
` /vV

o !2n)/k. ~11!

FIG. 10. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute MBr aqueous solution. Volumes and de
sities in units ofdV

3.
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Once again it is important to bear in mind that the exc
number~or solvation number! NU,ex

` (SR) and its ion coun-
terparts should not be confused with the usual coordina
number, described in terms of the geometric arrangemen
solvent molecules around a central species.44 Consequently,
they cannot be compared with the conventional solvati
hydration numbers obtained through NMR, EXAFS, neutr
or x-ray diffraction measurements.45,46 The reason is rathe
obvious, on the one handNU,ex

` (SR) accounts for the solven
moleculesdirectly correlatedwith the central species in ex
cess over that for the~Lewis–Randall! ideal solution coun-
terpart, and encompasses unambiguous connections wit
solvation properties.24 On the other hand, the convention
definition considers the solute–solvent coordination with
an ambiguously defined solvation shell. Beyond the obvio
ambiguity in the choice of the radius of solvation, whic
translates into solvation numbers that depend on the me
of determination, there is no clear connection between th
numbers and the relevant solvation properties. The rigor
connection between structure and macroscopic propertie
given by statistical mechanical expressions involving eit

FIG. 11. Isothermal density dependence of~a! v̄U
` , ~b! v̄U

`(SR), and~c!
NU,ex

` (SR) for an infinitely dilute MI aqueous solution. Volumes and den
ties in units ofdV

3.
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the total or the direct correlation function integrals over t
entire volume of the system. Therefore, the use of a por
of the total correlation function, that inside the solvati
shell to define the coordination number, cannot account
the remaining contributions to properties beyond the so
tion radius and requires the introduction of assumptions
render the resulting approach unreliable. In summary, kno
edge ofNU,ex

` (SR) allows us to determine~rigorously! all
solvation properties for the system under study, while
more familiar concept of solvation/hydration numbers do
not.

Considering that one of the primary goals of o
molecular-based studies is to provide the fundamental un
standing needed to develop successful engineering cor
tions, we use the proposed solvation formalism as a powe
tool to interpret recent experimental data, and hopefully
guide the choice of the best combination of properties
regression purposes. For example, the pronounced lac
temperature dependence of the predicted values ofDUV

` for
supercritical densities is an appealing behavior for regres

FIG. 12. Isothermal density dependence of (]P/]xU)T,r
` for an infinitely

dilute of ~a! KCl, ~b! KBr, and~c! KI aqueous solutions. Pressure in units
kT anddV

3.
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purposes, and suggests some relevant questions regardin
ther the underlying microscopic mechanism or possible c
nections betweenDUV

` and well-defined solvation quantities
Since we have recently partially addressed the first item, h
we will tackle the second one, through the interpretation
DUV

` in terms of the solvation quantitiesNU,ex
` (SR),

(]P/]xU)T,r
` , v̄U

`(SR), and v̄V
0(CUV

` 2CVV
o ) by invoking

Eqs.~3!, ~5!, ~6!, and~8!, i.e.,

DUV
` 5DVV

o 1n v̄V
o~CVV

o 2CUV
` !

5DVV
o 2 v̄V

oNU,ex
` ~SR!

5DVV
o 1 v̄V

ok IGS ]P

]xU
D

T,r

`

5DVV
o 2n v̄V

o1 v̄U
`~SR!, ~12!

where for convenience we defineDVV
o [ v̄V

o(k IG/k)5DUV
`(IS)

which is a property of the pure solvent, i.e., the ideal solut
counterpart ofDUV

` . Therefore, according to the abov

FIG. 13. Isothermal density dependence of (]P/]xU)T,r
` for an infinitely

dilute of ~a! CsCl,~b! CsBr, and~c! CsI aqueous solutions. Pressure in un
of kT anddV

3.
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expressions and the observed behavior for the density de
dence of the solvation quantities, a more appropriate reg
sion quantity~than DUV

` ! would beDDUV
` 5DUV

` 2nDUV
`(IS),

i.e.,

FIG. 14. Isothermal density dependence of (]P/]xU)T,r
` for an infinitely

dilute of ~a! MCl, ~b! MBr, and ~c! MI aqueous solutions. Pressure in uni
of kT anddV

3.

FIG. 15. Density dependence ofDUV
` for CsCl aqueous solutions. Compar

son between RHNC calculations and experimental data.
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DDUV
` 5n v̄V

o~CVV
o 2CUV

` !

52 v̄V
oNU,ex

` ~SR!

5 v̄V
ok IGS ]P

]xU
D

T,r

`

5 v̄U
`~SR!2n v̄V

o ~13!

since this quantity depends exclusively on the solute-solv
molecular asymmetries~the sources of nonidealities!, and
thus, it measures directly the solvation strength.
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FIG. 16. Density dependence of (]P/]xU)T,r
` for CsCl aqueous solutions

Comparison between RHNC calculations and experimental data. Pressu
units of kT anddV

3.

FIG. 17. Density dependence ofNU,ex
` (SR) for CsCl aqueous solutions

Comparison between RHNC calculations and experimental data.
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APPENDIX

The regression proposed by Wood and co-workers
DUV

` reads,

DUV
` 5ao1a1r1a2r21a3r3, ~A1!

wherer is the density of pure water in units of kg/m3, and
the coefficients are given in Table III for the three salts
interest.

Based on these values the expression for the CsCl
comes

DUV
` 520.341811.883131023r23.738731026r2

12.524331029r3.
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